2019 - Jewish Heritage at the Great Silk Road
Countries: Uzbekistan, Kyrgyzstan, Kazakhstan
Tour duration: 16 days
Among many Jewish communities in the world there
is one that for more than 2,000 years has survived and
preserved its religion and national identity in almost
total isolation from the rest of Jewry world. Jews of
that community have developed their own distinct
culture at the same time adhering to Jewish
principles. These Jews are called Bukharian Jews and
are spread all over Central Asia. Origins of Bukharian
Jews are obscure. No one really knows when first
Jews settled in Central Asia. A Bukharian-Jewish
legend says that it were Assyrians, who, after
conquering Kingdom of Israel (722 BC) deported large
part of its population (lost tribes of Israel) to Bukhara.
During this tour you will visit several Jewish
communities in Uzbekistan, Kyrgyzstan and
Kazakhstan, you will get to know the life of Jews and
local people, and enjoy views of amazing landscapes
and charm of ancient mausoleums.

Tour program:

Day 2 (May 23, Thu). Urgench and then to
Khiva
Transfer to the airport and further flight to Urgench.
Transfer to the Hotel in Khiva. Khiva - the city museum
is unique in its beauty known as "The Pearl of the
Khorezm Oases". Important spiritual and cultural
values came from the large scientific centers of
astronomy, mathematics and medicine that operated
in this area centuries ago. A valuable heritage of
knowledge was left here by internationally famous
scholars such as Beruni, Agakhi and Nadjmiddin. One
can stroll through the narrow streets of Khiva,
peeking into the small courtyards through the
wooden carved doors. The life inside the gardens
assures the visitor that it is not just a museum, but
also a living city. City tour in the downtown: Kunja-Ark
Fortress, Muchammed Rachim-Khan, Mucham-mad
Amin-Khan Madrasahs, Kalta-Minor Minaret,
Pachlavan Machmud Mausoleum, Djuma Mosque,
Islam-Khodsha Madrasah and Minaret. Excursion to a
carpet workshop.
Accommodation: Asia Khiva ****
Meals: B/-/D

Day 0 (May 21, Tue). Flight to Tashkent
Flight to Tashkent – HY202 (21:25 – 09:15).

Day 1 (May 22, Wed). Arrival in Tashkent
Arrival in Tashkent at 9 am. Transfer to hotel for a
rest. This wonderful city is a real embodiment of the
modern elegance that is inherent in many world’s
capitals. At the same time it remains an oriental
city. City tour on this day includes: Theater Square,
Barak-Khan and Abdul-Kassym Madrasah, KaffalSchaschi Mausoleum. After lunch visiting of Jewish
culture center and Synagogue.
Accommodation: Hotel City Palace ****
Meals: -/-/D

Day 3 (May 24, Fr). Transfer to Bukhara,
450 km
In the morning transfer to Bukhara along Kyzyl-Kum
desert. On the way stop at the shore of Amy-Daria
river for picnic.
Bukhara was one of the greatest trading centers at
the Silk Road. The history of Bukhara stretches back
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millennia. Humans have inhabited the region around
Bukhara for at least five millennia ago and the city has
existed for half that time. Located at the Silk Road, the
city has long served as a center of trade, scholarship,
culture, and religion.
In the afternoon we take a walk to Synagogue. Kosher
dinner with local Jewish family.
Accommodation: Boutique Hotel Sasha and Son ***
Meals: B/-/D

Day 4 (May 25, Sat). Sightseeing tour in
Bukhara.
Free morning in Bukhara. After Kosher lunch we will
take a tour of Bukhara in the Old City, Matogi-Attari
Mosque (a former Synagogue), Ark Fortress, BoloChaus Mosque, Tschashma-Ajub and Samonids
Mausoleums and Monument (4 blue domes).
Accommodation: Boutique Hotel Sasha and Son ***
Meals: B/L/D

Day 5 (May 26, Sun). Sightseeing tour in
Bukhara
Morning revision of 19 cent. city block Gau-Kushon,
Caravanserai, Toki-Sarrafon trade center, Old town’s
center (16-17 cent.) – Divan-Begi Madrasah,
Kukeldasch Madrasah. Afternoon visiting of a Jewish
kindergarten and school, Poi-Kolan Complex Mosque, Minaret and Madrasah, Kosh-Madrasah
Complex, Silk handicraft workshop, Hat market.
Evening folklore show at Divan-Begi Madrasah.
Dinner with Uzbek family.
Accommodation: Boutique Hotel Sasha and Son ***
Meals: B/-/D

Day 6 (May 27, Mon). Transfer to
Samarkand, 280 km
Departure to Samarkand. On the way excursion to the
ruins of 12 cent. caravanserai. The historic town of
Samarkand is a crossroad and a melting pot of the
world's cultures. Founded in the 7th century B.C. as
ancient Afrosiab, Samarkand received its most
significant development in the Timurid period from
the 14th to the 15th centuries. The major monuments
include the Registan Mosque and Madrasah, BibiKhanum Mosque, the Shakhi-Zinda Complex and the
Gur-Emir ensemble, as well as Ulugbek Observatory.
In the afternoon we continue our city tour in
Samarkand: Registan – Ulugbek Madrasah, Emir-Gur
Mausoleum.
Accommodation: Hotel Malika Prime ***
Meals: B/-/D
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Day 7 (May 28, Tue). Sightseeing tour in
Samarkand
Our city tour continues in the morning: Bibi-Khanym
Mosque, Old market, Ulugbek Observatory, Afrosiab
Museum, Shachi-Sinda Mausoleum complex, visiting
of a Jewish city block and a cemetery.
Visiting of a Synagogue in the afternoon. Dinner with
a Jewish family.
Accommodation: Hotel Malika Prime ***
Meals: B/-/D

Day 9 (May 30, Thu). Andijan and then
to Osh
Early morning transfer to the airport and flight to
Andijan. Visit of Jewish city block. Further transfer to
the Uzbek/Kyrgyz border and then to Osh,
Kyrgyzstan. Osh is the oldest city in the country
(estimated to be over 3000 years old) and the second
largest in the country. The town is situated at the
crossroad of ancient trading routes that became
known as the Silk Road. The age of the city can be
judged from the rock drawings and inscriptions
found on the northern slope of the four--‐headed
Suleiman Mountain. This mountain is located in the
center of Osh and is considered to be the unique
historical and architectural monument. The
mountain is also known as Salomon’s throne. The site
is still a popular place for local Muslims, with stairs
leading up to the highest peak with a small mosque
originally built in 1510. The mountain is included in
the World Heritage list of UNESCO. Excursion to Osh
bazaar, Suleiman Mountain and Historical Museum.
Meeting and dinner with Jewish family in the evening.
Accommodation: Hotel Sunrise or Osh ***
Meals: B/-/D

Day 8 (May 29, Wed). Transfer to
Tashkent, 360 km
Departure to Tashkent. Afternoon city tour in
Tashkent: Museum of Applied Art and beautiful
subway stations.
Accommodation: Hotel City Palace ****
Meals: B/-/D

Day 10 (May 31, Fr). Morning flight to
Bishkek
This morning we take a 40 min flight to Bishkek.
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Bishkek is the capital and the largest city in
Kyrgyzstan, located at the foothill of magnificent
Kyrgyz Ala-Tau mountain range. Bishkek is a city of
many green parks and marble-faced public buildings
combined with numerous Soviet-style apartment
blocks and thousands of smaller privately built
houses. It is laid out on a grid pattern, with most
streets flanked on both sides by narrow irrigation
channels that water the innumerable trees which
provide shade in the hot summers. The city is believed
to be the greenest in Central Asia with more trees per
head of population than any other.
After arrival we visit a local Synagogue.
In the afternoon we will visit a Jewish painter – Alexey
Kamitsky and meet a famous professor of linguistics –
Alexander Kacev.
Kosher dinner at Jewish cultural center – HESED.
Accommodation: Hotel Plaza ****
Meals: B/-/D

Day 11 (June 01, Sat). Bishkek
Free morning in Bishkek. Kosher lunch. In the
afternoon we take a walk to Ala-Too square, Old
square, Oak Park, Historical Museum and Art
Museum.
Dinner in a national restaurant with a folklore show.
Artists will demonstrate you national musical
instruments and techniques of playing.
Accommodation: Hotel Plaza ****
Meals: B/L/D

Day 12 (June 02, Su). Transfer to
Cholpon-Ata, 300 km
On the way to the second largest mountainous lake in
the world we make a stop at Karakhanid’s minaret of
the 12 century - Burana tower. Nowadays it is a
museum complex which includes the tower itself,
reconstructions of mausoleums found on the site,
remains of a citadel, collection of balbals (grave
stones used by nomadic Turkic peoples), petroglyphs
(stone carvings) and a small museum. Further transfer
through Boom gorge and along northern shore of the
Issyk-Kul Lake to Cholpon-Ata town. The lake sits in a
hollow surrounded by snowcapped peaks of Terskei
and Kungei Ala-Tau mountain ranges at the altitude
of 1600 m. The Lake is 180 km long, 60 km wide and
700 m deep. 134 streams and rivers flow into the lake
but none flows out what is explained by underwater
tectonic activity.
In Cholpon-Ata we visit the petroglyphs ‐ a large
open-air collection of rock carvings sometimes
referred to as a Stone Garden, which covers some 42
hectares and contains a number of prehistoric
monumental structures (stone circles, tombs, the
remains of a boundary stone wall, balbals) and
petroglyphs (dating from the II millennium BC thru
the Middle Ages and up to the VI century AD). The
stones have plaques giving some information (a short
description and a date), and there are several routes
marked with arrows around the “stone garden.” The
shortest route in the Stone Garden takes 20-30
minutes. But there is a longer route to the upper side
of the museum, which enables visitors to explore a
collection of stone balbals, stone inscriptions, stone
circles and a spectacular panorama of the CholponAta bay of Issyk-Kul Lake. Also visit Cholpon‐Alta
Museum of History. It exhibits a wide collection of
national embroidery.
Accommodation: Hotel Three Crown ***
Meals: B/-/D
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Day 13 (June 03, Mon). Transfer to
Karakol, 140 km
Transfer to Karakol along beautiful landscapes of the
lake and mountains. The atmosphere of Karakol town
will bring you hundred years back and give you an
impression of Tsarist Russia. Karakol in previous times
had another name – Prjevalsk, in honor of the famous
Russian explorer of Asia – Nikolai Prjevalski, whose
grave is situated at the shore of Issyk-Kul lake. The
town was founded in 1869. Karakol is built in an old
Russian style with many buildings from Tsar time.
Excursion to Russian Orthodox Church (1896) and
Chinese pagoda styled mosque (1899). Dinner with
Uyghur family.
Accommodation: Hotel Green Yard ***
Meals: B/-/D

Day 14 (June 04, Tue). Transfer to
Almaty, 400 km
Transfer to the Kyrgyz/Kazakh border. Border
crossing procedures.
Visiting of impressive Charyn Canyon. The Canyon has
been described as the Grand Canyon’s younger
brother. The dramatic erosion made by the river
Charyn has created a dramatic and impressive
landscape. The site is also known as a Valley of
Castles. It has a peculiar bright red color and its rock
formations resemble castles. It’s spectacular during
the day and at night, under a star-lit sky. The canyon
is 154 km long and 150-300 m high.
Accommodation: Hotel Otrar ****
Meals: B/-/D

Day 15 (June 05, Wed). Sightseeing tour
in Almaty
Almaty is the Southern capital of Kazakhstan and at
the same time the largest city of the country. Officially
it is more than 20 years is not the capital of the
country, but still an important cultural and business
center. It is not by chance that a most beautiful city at
the foot of the emerald Tien-Shan ridges is called a
“garden city”. In spring, when southern outskirts are
buried in blossom of apple, apricot and cherry
gardens, the city becomes a fabulous sight. Its
magnificent green attire and the grand panorama of
the mountains distinguish Almaty from other cities.
Morning excursion: Visiting of a local Synagogue and
cemetery where the famous Rabbi - Levi Yitzchak
Schneerson is buried.
Afternoon city tour will include: excursions to Central
Historical Museum and Zenkow Orthodox church.
Farewell dinner in Jewish restaurant „A Star of David“
or at local Jewish community.
Accommodation: Hotel Otrar ****
Meals: B/-/D

Day 16 (June 06, Thu). Departure
Transfer to the airport and departure. End of
services.
Price per person (2019):
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Number

Price p.p. £ Sterling

4

£2.695

6

£2,395

8

£2.195

10
£1,995
Single room
£495
supplement*
Services included:
- All transfers
- Accommodation: as in program above
- Half board
- Two Kosher Lunches (in Bukhara and in Bishkek)
- Entrance and ecological fees
- English speaking guide
- Folk show in Bukhara and Bishkek
- All internal flights
Services not included:
- Excludes International flights
- Travel Insurance which is vital
- Photo- and video fees in museums
- Single room supplement
- Lunch – Max needed £10 per day
- FOC

Contact Marcel Manson to book on 0208 9545074
Or marcel@jewishheritagetours.co.uk
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